1. Does the gearless container vessel has MHR?
2. What equipment will be in cargo securing manual?
3. Difference between shippers declaration and multi modal DG form?
4. Does PMS is mandatory? (give reference)
5. How often equipment in Cargo Securing Manual to be tested?
6. Calculate safety depth and safety contour (draft = 15m, UKC + Squat = 3.5)
7. Your actions if you see dark and thick liquid coming out from container?
8. Difference between Shippers Declaration and Cargo Manifest?
9. Oil spill during bunker, whom will you notify?
10. Captain is busy and you see red parachute rocket in sky - your actions?
11. Look out AB on your duty does not look well, has red eyes - your actions?
12. Who makes Marine Orders?
13. KG=4.5 / KM=4.4 / BM=2.1 – what it means? Can we sail?
14. Draw load lines, vessel goes from summer to winter zone – how much cargo can we load? (till wat mark)
15. How would you prepare container vessel for rough sea?
16. What is COW (crude oil wash), how would you carry out this operation and what equipment you may need?
17. What is the difference between Convention and Code?
18. MSIC – what is that and requirements?
19. Effect on steering due to squat?
20. Difference between Document of Compliance and Certificate of Fitness?